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Abstract. A nanocomposite film based on Dawson-type polyoxometalate cluster (P2W18) carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) and chitosan (CS) were prepared on quartz and ITO substrates by layer-by-layer 
(LbL) method. These films were characterized by UV–vis spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry (CV) 
and Scanning electron micrographs (SEM). It was shown that the multilayer film are uniform and 
stable. The multilayer film displays high supercapacitor performances by incorporation of CNTs 
into the P2W18 film. The combined activity of P2W18 and CNTs components in the composite film 
can store and release charge for electrochemical supercapacitors, leading to excellent specific 
capacitance value of 0.38 mF cm-2. 

Introduction 
Electrochemical supercapacitors having higher power density than batteries and higher energy 

density than conventional capacitors are highly attractive energy-storage devices, and 
supercapacitors thus fill in the gap between batteries and conventional capacitors [1,2]. Recently, 
carbon-based materials are a kind of attractive electrode materials for supercapacitors application 
[3,4]. However, the carbon-based materials of in supercapacitors generally show poor 
charge-storage capacity. It is recognized that the fabrication of composite materials provides a 
useful technique for enhancing the charge-storage capacity. 

Polyoxometalates (POMs) represent a well-known class of transition metal oxide nanoclusters 
with intriguing structures and diverse properties [5,6]. These interesting properties include 
molecular conductivity, reversible redox behavior, good chemical stability and multiple electron 
transfer, which make them attractive in areas such as catalysis, medicine, and material science [7,8]. 
The incorporation of POMs into the carbon-based materials produces composite materials that 
could present a more regular structure and higher electronic conductivity 

In this paper, we successfully fabricate a nanocomposite film containing P2W18, CNTs, and 
chitosan (CS) by the layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly method. The composite film displays high 
supercapacitor performances by incorporation of CNTs into the P2W18 film. The nanocomposite 
film is exploited as electrode materials for electrochemical supercapacitors, which shows improved 
specific capacitance values of 0.38 mF cm-2. These results can be helpful for exploring applications 
in electrochemical supercapacitors. 

Experimental details 
POM was prepared according to the literature method and identified by UV-vis absorption 

spectra. 3-Aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APS), poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) (MW 70000) and 
poly (allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) (MW 70000) were purchased from Aldrich and used without 
further treatment. CNTs were purchased from Tsinghua-Nafine Nano-power Commercialization 
Engineering Center. Other reagents were of AR grade. Before use, CNTs were treated with mixed 
acid according to a method already described and the oxidized CNTs (CNTs–COOH) were formed. 
Cs-CNTs composite was prepared by ultrasonication of 4 mg of oxidized CNTs in 6 mL of 6 mg 
chitosan in 0.1 mol/L acetic acid. 

Layer-by-layer films were assembled onto ITO-coated glass and quartz substrates. First, APS 
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modified substrates were dipped into HCl (pH = 2.0) for 20 min, and then immersed into PSS (1 × 
10-3 M pH = 4.0) and PAH (1 × 10-3 M) for 20 min, respectively. Then the substrate–supported 
precursor films were alternately dipped into the P2W18 (1 × 10-3 M pH = 4), CS-CNTs solutions for 
8 min (referred to as [P2W18-CNTs]n). After deposition of each layer, the substrates were rinsed 
with deionized water after each dipping. 

All the electrochemical experiments were performed on the CHI 660 electrochemical 
workstation (Shanghai Chenhua Instrument Factory, China). Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) 
were obtained with a Hitachi S-4800 instrument. Galvanostatic charge-discharge tests were carried 
out with three-electrode system. The electrolyte was the 0.1 mol/L H2SO4 aqueous solution. The 
specific capacitance was calculated according to the discharge part of curves. 

Results and discussion 
The composite film was assembled onto quartz and ITO-coated glass via ionic attraction of 

oppositely charged P2W18 and CS-CNTs (see the inset in Fig. 1). UV-vis spectroscopy was used to 
monitor the layer-by-layer assembling process of P2W18-CNTs composite films. Fig. 1 shows the 
transmittance spectra as a function of the number of [P2W18-CNTs]n films  (with n = 1-6) 
assembled on a quartz substrate. The composite films exhibit the characteristic transmittance of 
P2W18 with bands at 198 and 280 nm in the UV region, which confirms the incorporation of P2W18 
into the composite films. The former is owing to the terminal oxygen to tungsten (Od→W) charge 
transfer transitions, and the latter is due to the charge transfer transitions from bridge-oxygen to 
tungsten (Ob/Oc→W).  

 
 

Fig. 1 UV-vis transmittance spectra of [P2W18-CNTs]n films  (with n = 1-6). Inset: schematics of 
self-assembly of a P2W18-CNTs film. 

 

 
Fig. 2 SEM (a) and Cross-section (b) SEM image of a P2W18-CNTs multilayer film on an ITO glass. 
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   SEM can provide the detailed information concerning the surface morphology and the 
homogeneity of the films. Before P2W18-CNTs deposition, the precursor film is smooth. As shown 
in Fig. 2a, the film surface is relatively smooth over a large area and consists of a multitude of small 
domains which display a round shape. This perhaps arises from the absorption of bi- and multilayer 
aggregates of the P2W18 polyanions and/or the CS chains. In addition, the hybrid nanowires caused 
by the interactions between CNTs and chitosan are clearly nanotube-like, suggesting the presence of 
CNTs. Fig. 2b displays the cross--section morphology of P2W18-CNTs. From the cross-section 
observations, the composite film is fairly uniform. 

To understand the electrochemical behavior of the P2W18-CNTs film, the cyclic voltammograms 
(CV) were measured in the potential range from -0.8 to 0.2 V at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. A 
conventional three electrodes system was used, with the ITO electrode coated by the self-assembled 
film as the working electrode, Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) as the reference electrode and platinum coil as 
the counter electrode. The CV of P2W18 solution displays four redox peaks, which assigned to two 
1-electron and two 2-electron redox processes (the inset of Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 3, the films 
exhibit five couples of redox waves, which is similar to that of P2W18 solution.  

 
Fig. 3 CV curves of P2W18-CNTs multilayer film at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. Inset: CV of P2W18 solution with 

a scan rate of 50 mV/s. 
 
Galvanostatic charge-discharge tests were employed to evaluate the electrochemical capacitive 

performance of the composite films. Fig. 4 displays the galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of the 
electrode based on P2W18-CNTs film examined in the voltage window ranged from 0 to 0.5 V at a 
constant current of 0.01 mA cm-2. It is found that all the curves are not ideal straight line, which is 
related to the faradic reactions in the process of charge and discharge. The specific capacitance 
value of the P2W18-CNTs film is 0.38 mF cm-2.  

 
Fig. 4 Galvanostatic charging–discharging of the P2W18-CNTs film at a constant current of 0.01 mA cm-2 in 

0.1 M H2SO4 electrolyte. 
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   The cyclic stability of the electrode was evaluated by galvanostatic charge-discharge tests with 
three-electrode system at the constant current of 0.02 mA cm-2. After the first 50 cycles, the specific 
capacitance of P2W18-CNTs film reduced to 95.7% of its initial specific capacitance. At the 100th 
cycle, the specific capacitance is 0.272 mF cm-2, which corresponds to 71.7% of the initial 
capacitance value. 

Conclusion 
New polyoxometalate-based electrochromic films of P2W18-CNTs were successfully fabricated 

by the LbL self-assembly method. The composite film presents high redox activity and 
electrochemical capacitive performance by incorporation of CNTs into the film. The composite film 
is exploited as an electrode for electrochemical supercapacitors with energy density provided by 
electric double-layer of CNTs and redox processes of POMs, leading to high specific capacitance 
values. Therefore, the nanocomposite film becomes a promising candidate for possible application 
in electrochemical supercapacitors. 
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